Class of ‘09L

Reunion volunteer committee italicized

Alumni listed in red are currently registered to attend Law Alumni Weekend

Class Hotel - Best Western Lexington Inn - 850 N. Lee Highway (540) 458-3020

Ask for the W&L Law alumni rate and block of rooms.

Nicholas Albu
Clifford Ashcroft-Smith
Calvin Awkward - Chair
Robert Bagwell
Duff Basten
Andrew Black
Katie Blaszak
Brian Bleck
Nicole Bright
Jessica Burke
Nick Caldwell
Jonas Callis
Joseph Camden
Matt Cathey
Yinghui Chen
Mike Chiusano
Dan Ciarrocki
Courtenay Clark
Travis Cushman
Ryan Decker
Kate DeForest
Vincent Dongarra
Crystal Doyle
Jane Du
Michael Duffy
Shani Else
Daniel Ennis
Evelyn Espinoza
Michelle Evans
Berit Everhart
Jason Fancher
Leigh Faugust
Peggy Fiebig
Eric Flynn
Rachel Flynn
Virginia Flynn
Michael Freeman

Michael Gaffney
Christopher Galloway
Megan Garry
Chuck Gates
Kate Geder
Bart Gengler
Andi Germany
Ryan Germany
Timothy Gilbert
Karah Gunther
Sahang Hahn
John Harter
Alexis Hawley
Samuel Hawley
Chris Henry
Brad Henson
Sarah Hess
Nathan Hoyle
David Hubka
Jonathan Hughes
Travis Hughes
Kristen Hutchens
Andrew Hynes
Spencer Jarvis
Ran Ji
Kathryn Kelley
Sepideh Khansari
Christine Kidwell
David Kiebler
Jeremy Kimball
Stella Ko
Jeffrey Krachun
Russell Kruse
Pravin Kumar
Chris Lauderman
Noah Lauricella
Ashley Lawson